
SAS APPOINTS ANN-SOFIE HÖRLIN AS
HEAD OF SUSTAINABILITY
Today, SAS has appointed Ann-Sofie Hörlin as Head of Sustainability.

Ann-Sofie Hörlin has extensive experience from sustainability work within the aviation industry,
most recently as Head of Sustainability at Malmö Aviation and BRA. In recent years, Ann-Sofie
has been working as an Investment Manager at Almi Invest and has held several board
positions in growth companies.

For the past decade, SAS has been spearheading efforts to make air travel more sustainable.
SAS’ ongoing transformation towards sustainable aviation has previously been led by Lars
Andersen Resare, who has left SAS for other opportunities outside company.

“I am very pleased to welcome Ann-Sofie Hörlin to SAS. Ann-Sofie will bring extensive
experience from sustainability work to our company, and she will be absolutely instrumental in
driving SAS’ ambitious sustainability agenda to reduce SAS CO2 emissions with 25% by
2025”, says Carina Malmgren Heander, Executive Vice President and Chief of Staff at SAS.

“I am really looking forward to returning to the aviation industry and continue SAS'
sustainability journey, reducing climate impact and improving our sustainability position. We all
have to contribute to the sustainable development goals to achieve a better world, where
aviation has its natural place”, says Ann-Sofie Hörlin.

For more information, please contact:  
SAS Press Office, phn +46 8 797 2944

SAS, Scandinavia’s leading airline, with main hubs in Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm, flies to
destinations in Europe, USA and Asia. Spurred by a Scandinavian heritage and sustainability values,
SAS aims to be the global leader in sustainable aviation. We will reduce total carbon emissions by 25
percent by 2025, by using more sustainable aviation fuel and our modern fleet with fuel-efficient aircraft.
In addition to flight operations, SAS offers ground handling services, technical maintenance and air
cargo services. SAS is a founding member of the Star Alliance™, and together with its partner airlines
offers a wide network worldwide.


